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ABSTRACT
We introduce and demonstrate a new structure of polarisation grating which can substantially
enlarge the deflection angle. We derive the polarisation state of a beam passing through the
reflective composite polarisation grating by Jones matrix and build a rigorous simulation about
the deflection angle of reflective composite polarisation grating using finite-element analysis. The
theoretical diffraction efficiency of the reflective composite polarisation grating can reach up to
90%. The experimental result of deflection angle of the reflective composite polarisation grating
is consistent with that of simulation. The reflective composite polarisation grating could be
expected to be applied in augment reality system, spectroscopy, optical telecommunications,
non-mechanical beam steering and so on.
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1. Introduction

Liquid crystal device (LCD) is widely in optical devices
such as information display [1], spatial light modulator
[2], beam shaping, beam steering and diffracted gratings
for properties of optical anisotropy and electrically ten-
ability [3–6]. Polarisation grating (PG) are diffractive
elements based on a spatial periodical variation of mole-
cular orientation, resulting in a local modulation of bire-
fringence. PG exhibits several unique properties because
of periodical orientation, such as high efficiency in one
diffraction order, converting the polarisation state of the
input light. They can transform linear polarisation light
into left or right circularly polarised light. The deflection
angle of PG is inversely proportional to the grating per-
iod, both the deflection angle and period accord the

grating equations in θdiff ¼ λ=Λ under the condition of
normal incidence. To get a larger deflection angle, we
need PG with a smaller period. However, for PG, there is
no report yet which experimentally demonstrates effi-
ciency approaching 100% when the grating period is
near or below the wavelength, especially for visible
waves [7]. The full numerical analysis of PG reported by
Michael J. Escuti reveals the relationship between the
diffraction efficiency and the grating period especially
when the grating parameters Λ=λare small [8,9], and
a high linear birefringence material is needed to achieve
a high diffraction efficiency and a larger deflection angle.
To achieve the large diffraction angle, Gao Kun reported
a Pancharatnam phase deflector based on dual-twist
design with 90% diffraction efficiency and 40° deflection
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angle [10–12]. Xiao Xiang and Michael J. Escuti reported
LCpolymer Bragg polarisation grating with 335 nm grat-
ing period and more than 85% efficiency, and the
LCpolymer Bragg polarisation grating could achieve
a 51° deflection angle and an optimised angular wave-
length [13,14]. Wu Shin-Tson reported a reflective polar-
isation volume grating with a 50° deflection angle and
over 90% efficiency [15]. Tremendous researches have
been implemented in order to optimise response time
[16–18], angular wavelength [19–21] and others. What
can be expected is that the PG with large deflection angle
and high diffraction efficiency could be a promising ele-
ment in laser beam steering [22–24], augment reality
system [25,26] and so on.

In this article, we design a novel structure of polar-
isation grating which can be fabricated simply and
easily enlarge the deflection angle of polarisation grat-
ing. We implement a simulation about the deflection
angle of the novel structural polarisation grating. The
experimental result of the deflection angle is consistent
with the simulation result. Theoretically, the novel
structure of polarisation grating could achieve 90%
diffraction efficiency, and the experimental diffraction
efficiency is lower than that of simulation. The more
specific experimental results are discussed in Results
and Discussion.

2. Theoretical basis

For the LCpolarisation grating (LCPG), there are two
ways that LC molecules can be distributed in a grating
period, as shown in Figure 1.

For PG in Figure 1(a), the relationship between
input light and output light at on position in the
aperture of a primary Pancharatnam phase device can
be expressed as

Eout½ � ¼ M Γ; θð Þ½ � Ein½ �

Here

M Γ; θð Þ½ � ¼ R �θð Þ½ � e�iΓ=2 0
0 eiΓ=2

� �
R θð Þ½ �

Γ ¼ 2πΔnd=λ, θ is the angle between the slow axis and
x axis, θ ¼ πx=Λand R �θð Þ½ �is a rotation matrix, We
can write this as

M Γ; θð Þ½ � ¼ cos θ � sin θ
sin θ cos θ

� �
e�iΓ=2 0
0 eiΓ=2

� �
cos θ sin θ
� sin θ cos θ

� �

Inserting

eiΓ=2 ¼ cos Γ=2þ i sin Γ=2; e�iΓ=2 ¼ cos Γ=2� i sin Γ=2

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1. (Colour online) (a) Liquid crystal molecules of PG distributed counterclockwise; (b) liquid crystal molecules of PG
distributed clockwise.
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The relationship between input light and output light
considering circularly polarised input light is

Ex�in

Ey�in

� �
¼ 1

�i

� �

This results in

Ex�out

Ez�out

� �
¼ cos

Γ

2
1
�i

� �
� i sin

Γ

2
e�i �2θð Þ 1

�i

� �

The above equation makes it clear that the polarisation
of input light is revised. Input light achieves a phase
shift determined by the angleθ, which is the angle the
director is rotated about a normal to the plane of the
layer.

For PG in Figure 1(b), the Jones matrix of output
light is

Ex�out

Ez�out

� �
¼ cos

Γ

2
1
�i

� �
� i sin

Γ

2
e�i �2θð Þ 1

�i

� �

The main difference between two the Jones matrix
of the output light is the sign of the angle 2θ which
determines the deflection direction of output light. The
input light is the right circular polarised, after passing
through the PG in Figure 1(a and b), the output dif-
fraction light is the same polarisation with opposite
deflection direction. If the input light is incident
along the positive z axis and negative z axis to PG,
PG along positive zaxis is Figure 1(a). and negative

zaxis is Figure 1(b). Figure 2 shows the direction of
deflection light when input light is incident along the
positive zaxis and negative zaxis.

R. K. Komanduri and M. J. Escuti experimentally
demonstrated a reflective LCpolarisation grating (RPG)
[27]. One regular indium tin oxide substrate and
a reflective substrate is to create to cell, then exposed
to an interference pattern formed between two ortho-
gonally circularly polarised UV laser beam. To avoid
the degradation of the recording hologram by the
reflection entirely, they employ a thin layer to absorb
the recording wavelength, arranged between the reflec-
tive substrate and the photo-alignment material. Since
the reflective-mode LCPG is optimally formed with
half the cell thickness of the transmission mode (i.e.
a quarter-wave retardation), the minimum possible
grating period Λ can be reduced to half. Figure 3
shows the schematic of optical performance observed
in the experiment when the input light is along the
reflective LCPG which meets the half-wave retardation
rather than the quarter-wave retardation.

Figure 2. (Colour online) The schematic of optical performance
observed in the experiment when input light is along the
positive z-axis and negative z-axis.

Figure 3. (Colour online) The schematic of optical performance
when input light is along the negative z-axis into reflective
liquid crystal polarisation.

Figure 4. (Colour online) The schematic of optical performance
when input light is along negative z-axis into reflective com-
posite liquid crystal polarisation grating.
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We can observe that the final deflection beam
passing through the reflective LCPG remains in the
same direction as the incident beam but with the
opposite polarisation which is same as the PG. The
polarisation of input light is reversed twice by PG
with half-wave retardation and the mirror, The beam
remains the same polarised state as the incident
beam before secondly hittong into the PG. That is
why the final deflection beam remains the same
direction other than diffracts secondly.

3. Structure design

The final deflection beam should diffract twice theoreti-
cally when we can change the polarisation of the light the
same as the incident light before secondly hitting into the
PG. In fact, it can be achieved by combination of
a quarter-wave plate and a mirror, as shown in Figure 4.

The fast axis of the quarter-wave plate is alongxaxis, and
the Jones matrix of light passing through the quarter wave
plate-mirror-quarter wave plate is

MQ ¼ 1 0
0 i

� � �1 0
0 1

� �
1 0
0 i

� �
¼ �1 0

0 �1

� �

EQx�out

EQz�out

� �
¼ MQ

EQx�in

EQz�in

� �

EQx�in

EQz�in

� �
¼ 1

�i

� �

EQx�out

EQz�out

� �
¼ � 1

�i

� �

From the above equations, we can derive that light
remains their polarisation state when it passes through
the quarter-wave plate-mirror-quarter wave plate. The
light can diffract twice when passing through the reflec-
tive composite polarisation grating (RCPG). The deflec-
tion angle of the RCPG is twice as much as PG with the
same grating period. However, the diffraction efficiency
of the RCPG would decrease compared with that of PG
because of its unique structural property. There are two
factors that affect the diffraction efficiency: light beam is
oblique incidence when it passes through the PG twice,
the effective phase retardation varies with incident angle,
the phase retardation of the PG meets the half-wave
retardation at normal incidence direction; another factor
is that there are too many Fresnel reflections and absorp-
tion scattering when the light beam passes through the
RCPG including polarisation grating LC layer, photo-
alignment layer, glass substrate, indium tin oxide (ITO)

thin film, rubbed-oriented layer, wave-plate LC layer and
the mirror.

4. Experiments

The method of the fabrication process of the RCPG in this
article is similar to that used by Oh and Escuti. It involves
writing a polarisation holography into photo-alignment
materials [28,29]. Polarisation holography records the
polarisation distribution of the interference of two beams,
rather than the intensity fringes. Two coherent beams with
orthogonal circular polarisation are superimposed with an
angle deciding the polarisation grating period, which cre-
ates a spatially varying linear polarisation distribution.
Photo-alignment material makes LC molecules align fol-
lowing the linear polarisation distribution. The fabrication
set-up is described schematically in [18]. The 325-nm laser
is coupled into the hole by the micro-objective, and then
collimated by a lens. The collimated beams are divided into
beams with the same intensity by the BS. The two beams
are reflected bymirrors and pass through the quarter-wave
plate which fast axis are perpendicular to each other,
respectively, and superimposed on the sample creating
a spatially varying linear polarisation distribution.

The RCPG is composed of polarisation grating,
quarter-wave plate and mirror. We can achieve the
RCPG with only two indium-tin-oxide substrates
avoiding Fresnel interface reflection. A passive polar-
isation grating is fabricated with one indium-tin-oxide
substrate. The substrate surface without ITO thin film
is spin coated with photo-alignment at 1000 rpm for 10
s and 3000 rpm for 40 s, then dried at 150°C for 30
min. For the photo-alignment layer, we use the photo-
sensitive polymer called linear photo-polymerisable
polymer (LPP, rolic-103) layer. The substrate is
exposed with orthogonal circular polarisation beams
from He-Cd (325 nm) laser, and the dose of exposure
is 5 J/cm2. After exposing, a reactive mesogen film is
spin coated on the LPP layer, and the reactive mesogen
molecules self-align to the LPP molecules. The optical
retardation of the reactive mesogen film must equal to
the half of the wavelength of interest; however, it is
impossible to deposit a single reactive mesogen layer
thick enough to provide the required retardation,
because the monomers tend to orient themselves out
of the plane of the film to reduce the high elastic
energy. To overcome this, we need to coat multiple
thin reactive mesogen layers. Each layer self-aligns to
the one beneath it and is then polymerised to lock in
the desired orientation.

In this article, we use ROF dissolved in solvent propy-
lene-glycol-methyl-ether-acetate (PGMEA) with
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a concentration of 50% by weight. The reactive mesogen-
PEMGA solution is spin coated at the LPP layer at
500 rpm for 10 s and 2000 rpm for 40 s after the holo-
graphic exposure. During subsequent exposure to UV
lamps for 2 min in an N2-rich environment, the
LCmonomers form a cross-linked polymer. The process
continues until the polarisation gratings meet the half-
wave retardation. In this article, we spin three-layer ROF-
PGMEA solution to achieve the half-wave retardation
(532 nm). Another substrate is aluminium mirror.
Polyimide is spin coated at aluminium mirrors and
another substrate surface with ITO thin film at
1000 rpm for 10 s and 6000 rpm for 40 s, then dried at
150°C for 10 min and 235°C for 30 min. The polyimide
film gets parallel orientation by rubbed. Two substrate
surface with ITO thin film opposite are assembled
together separated by 4-um spacers. The cell was filled
by capillary action with the LCmixtureMo16 (fromDIC)
above the clearing temperature (120) and slowly cooled
down into the nematic phase.

5. Results and discussion

Figure 5 shows the micrographs of the PG observed
under a polarised optical microscope. The space-
variant directors of LC are exhibited by the continuous
change of the brightness under the polarised optical
microscope. For the regions that the LC directors are
around 45� with respect to the polariser or analyser, we
can see the bright domains, and for the regions that the
LC directors are nearly parallel to the polariser or
analyser, we can see the dark domains. Therefore, the
bright-to-dark domains alternate twice along with the
LC directors turning through π under the polarised
optical microscope. When rotating the analyser, the
bright and dark domains interconvert gradually, con-
firming the continuous varying of the director.

A laser λ ¼ 532nmð Þ was was used as probe beam to
investigate the diffraction properties of the RCPG, as
presented in Figure 6. The laser passed through the
polariser, quarter-wave plate and the sample succes-
sively, and then was detected by the detector.

Figure 7 shows the diffraction patterns of the PG with
different polarisation incident light. Only the 1st order and

Figure 5. (Colour online) The micrograph of polarisation grat-
ing under a polarised optical microscope, grating period is 4
um, the scale bar is 8 um.

Figure 6. (Colour online) The schematic experimental setup for measuring the diffraction characteristics of a PG or an RCPG with a laser.

Figure 7. (Colour online) The far-field diffraction of polarisation
grating. (a) Diffraction pattern of left circular polarisation inci-
dent light. (b) Diffraction pattern of right circular polarisation
incident light. (c) Diffraction pattern of linear polarisation inci-
dent light.
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the 0th order can be observed, indicating that the phase
retardation matches the half-wave condition, and if the
incident light is left circular polarisation, the diffraction
light is almost at the −1st order as shown in Figure 7(a), for
the right circular polarisation incident light, the diffraction
light is almost at the+1st order as shown in Figure 7(b), for
the linear polarisation incident light, the diffraction light is
almost at both the +1st order and −1st order as shown in
Figure 7(b). For the circular polarisation incident light, the
1st-order diffraction efficiencies are both up to the 98%,
the power of both the zero-order diffraction light and the
first-order diffraction light is 84 uw.

We built a rigorous model using finite-element analysis.
We assume the polarisation grating thickness and

LCbirefringence Δn satisfy the half-wave phase retardation
condition. A quarter-wave phase retardation is 532 nm.
The reflector is aluminium film. The stimulated RCPG
diffraction angle is as shown in Figure 8(a). The grating
period is 4 um. We can get that the diffraction angle of
RCPG θ ¼ 15.2� is two times as big as the polarisation
grating which works in transmission mode. We also sti-
mulate that the diffraction efficiency of PG varies with the
incident angle, as shown in Figure 9.

We can get the diffraction efficiency of PG is related
to the incident angle from Figure 9. The diffraction
efficiency would decrease if the input light beam is off
the normal incidence. For RCPG, the beam is oblique
incidence on polarisation grating when it is reflected by
the mirror, the oblique incidence angle is equal to the
deflection angle of polarisation grating which is una-
voidable, as shown in Figure 4. Thus, the diffraction
efficiency of the RCPG is lower than transmission
mode PG, and Fresnel reflection loss caused by multi-
ple interfaces of RCPG further affects the output beam
energy and diffraction efficiency. The diffraction effi-
ciency decreases about 3%, but also reaches up to 90%.

Figure 10(a) shows the diffraction patterns of the
RCPG with different polarisation incident light. We can
observe 6 light spot lined in two rows because the incident
light, spot F in Figure 10(a) is coming obliquely into the
RCPG in order to measure the diffraction efficiency of all
the diffraction orders, as shown in Figure 10(b). Spot C in
Figure 10(a) is spot C1 and C2 in Figure 10(b) that spot
C1 and spotC2 is overlapped. Spot C and spot F would be
overlapped if the incident light is coming normally into
the RCPG. For Figure 10(a) incident light is left-handed
circularly polarised light, the diffraction angle between
spotA and spotC is about 15 degrees which is in line with
simulation in Figure 8, the power of light spot A depends

Figure 8. (Colour online) The simulation result of RCPG diffrac-
tion angle for left-handed circularly polarised incident light, the
grating period is 4 um.

Figure 9. (Colour online) The simulation result of the incident angle response of PG diffraction efficiency, circular polarisation light
for input. the grating period is 4 um.
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on the voltage applied to the cell which changes the
polarisation state of beam before passed through the
polarisation grating secondly. When the phase retarda-
tion of cell meets the quarter-wave condition, the power
of light spot A is maximum, and it is 50uw,the power of
light spot B, light spot C, light spot D are about 14uw
which the light spot C dominate the power. The diffrac-
tion efficiency of spot A is over 75% which is lower than
the simulation result 90%. The diffraction efficiency of the
light spot A and B depends on the phase retardation of
the PG and the diffraction efficiency of the light spot A
and C depends on the polarisation state of beam before
the beam hits into polarisation grating which is controlled
by the quarter-wave plate and the mirror. The diffraction
light beam goes through the quarter-wave plate twice

with different incident angles, so the polarisation state
of the light beam before secondly incident into the polar-
isation grating is not perfect circular polarisation state.
Thus, the diffraction efficiency of light spot A cannot be
as high as the transmission mode of polarisation grating.
The details of the quarter-wave plate and mirror need to
be further optimised in order to improve the diffraction
efficiency of RCPG.

6. Conclusion

In this article, we design a novel structure of polarisation
grating called RCPG which can be fabricated simply and
easily enlarge the deflection angle of polarisation grating.
The deflection angle of RCPG is two times as large as the

(a)

(b) 

Figure 10. (Colour online) (a) The far-field diffraction of the reflective composite polarisation grating for left-handed circularly
polarisation light, the grating period is 4 um. (b) The schematic of optical performance when input light is along the negative z-axis
into RCPG.
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transmission mode with the same grating period, which
can be compared with polarisation volume grating or
bragg polarisation grating. The theoretical diffraction
efficiency of the RCPG can reach up to 90%, and the
experimental diffraction efficiency is over 75% which
could be further improved. Therefore, the RCPG with
the large deflection angle and the high deflection effi-
ciency could be a promising element in augment reality
system, polarimetry, beam steering and so on.
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